Abstract-Continuous top-k query over streaming data is a fundamental problem in database. In this paper, we focus on the sliding window scenario, where a continuous top-k query returns the top-k objects within each query window on the data stream. Existing algorithms support this type of queries via incrementally maintaining a subset of objects in the window and try to retrieve the answer from this subset as much as possible whenever the window slides. However, since all the existing algorithms are sensitive to query parameters and data distribution, they all suffer from expensive incremental maintenance cost. In this paper, we propose a self-adaptive partition framework to support continuous top-k query. It partitions the window into sub-windows and only maintains a small number of candidates with highest scores in each sub-window. Based on this framework, we have developed several partition algorithms to cater for different object distributions and query parameters. To our best knowledge, it is the first algorithm that achieves logarithmic complexity w.r.t. k for incrementally maintaining the candidate set even in the worst case scenarios. For example, in stock market, a continuous top-k query (top-k query for short) can be used to monitor real-time transactions and hence retrieve the 10 most significant transactions within the last 30 minutes. The query results could help investors to track market hotspots and make sensible decisions. In fire monitoring systems, a top-k query can be used to monitor real-time data (e.g., temperatures, humidity, and UV indexes) from sensors and hence detect the ten regions in which conflagrations are most likely to happen. In traffic systems [23] , it can be used to monitor real-time data (e.g., vehicle speed, vehicle density) from RFID readers and thus detect the top-10 congested regions. These are only a small part of the immense applications of top-k query over streaming data.
Ç

INTRODUCTION
T HIS paper studies the problem of continuous top-k query over sliding window [6] , [16] , [25] , a classic problem in the data stream environment. It has various applications, ranging from sensor data analysis to economic decision making, as well as wireless sensor and market surveillance.
For example, in stock market, a continuous top-k query (top-k query for short) can be used to monitor real-time transactions and hence retrieve the 10 most significant transactions within the last 30 minutes. The query results could help investors to track market hotspots and make sensible decisions. In fire monitoring systems, a top-k query can be used to monitor real-time data (e.g., temperatures, humidity, and UV indexes) from sensors and hence detect the ten regions in which conflagrations are most likely to happen. In traffic systems [23] , it can be used to monitor real-time data (e.g., vehicle speed, vehicle density) from RFID readers and thus detect the top-10 congested regions. These are only a small part of the immense applications of top-k query over streaming data.
Without loss of generality, this query window can be either time-or count-based. In both cases, the query window has a fixed window size and a fixed slide (either a time interval or an object count). Formally, in a count-based window, it returns the k objects with highest scores in the query window containing n objects whenever the window slides; in a time-based window, it returns the k objects with highest scores in the last n time units whenever the window slides [11] , [21] . In other words, a continuous top-k query could be expressed by the tuple hn; k; s; F i, where parameter s represents the number of objects that arrive whenever the window slides or the duration in terms of time units between two adjacent window sliding, and F is a preference function. The continuous top-k query returns k objects o 1 ; o 2 ; . . . ; o k from the query window that have the highest F ðo i Þ scores. For simplicity, in the rest of the paper, we only consider the count-based windows. However, our techniques can also be applied to answer top-k queries over the time-based sliding windows (see Appendix A).
Based on whether re-scanning of the window is required, the state-of-the-art efforts on continuous top-k query over streaming data can be categorized into two groups, namely multi-pass based approaches and one-pass based approaches. Many multi-pass based approaches maintain top-k 0 [16] , [26] objects in current window W as candidates with k k 0 k max , where parameter k max (e.g., k max ¼ 2k) controls the maximum size of candidate set C. The main limitation of these approaches is that if many candidates expire from the window but only a few of newly arrived objects are able to contribute to the candidate set, they have to perform expensive re-scanning to construct a new candidate set.
One representative one-pass based approach utilizes k-skyband technique to avoid the re-scanning problem [18] . Here, an object o is a k-skyband object if there are less than k objects o 0 who come later than o and have scores higher than F ðoÞ. As proved in [18] , top-k results can only appear in those skyband objects and hence re-scanning can be successfully avoided. However, as will be reviewed in Section 2, one-pass based approaches suffer from extremely high computation cost incurred by maintaining domination relationships among candidates. In the worst case, the incremental maintenance complexity is linear to the window size.
MinTopK algorithm [25] is another representative one-pass based approach. It improves k-skyband based algorithm via considering the parameter s. Under sliding window model, since s objects actually arrive in (or expire from) the window at the same time, only the top-k objects among these s objects have the chance to become k-skyband. By maintaining all the top-k objects from each s objects in a candidate set, MinTopK only performs one scanning and meanwhile guarantees the result accuracy. It also proposes some techniques to further identify and filter out removable candidates that have zero chance to become a result object. Obviously, MinTopK performs well if s ) k. However, when the condition s ) k does not hold, MinTopK might not perform well. The reason is, the smaller the s, the more the candidates MinTopK needs to maintain, and the higher the incremental maintenance cost is. As shown in Section 2, the incremental maintenance cost of MinTopK is Oð n s þ log ð nk maxðs;kÞ Þ þ cost F Þ, which heavily relies on the parameter s.
In summary, the multi-pass based approaches may frequently re-scan the window, while the one-pass based approaches have to maintain many candidates. When the window slides, the multi-pass based approaches might need to re-scan the window if the size of its candidate set falls below k; while the one-pass based approaches might need to evaluate and maintain new candidates even with low scores as the chance that an object becomes a candidate not only depends on its score, but also depends on its arrival order. In addition, both types of approaches are sensitive to both the query parameters(i.e., n, s, and k) and the distribution of objects' scores.
Solution Overview. Motivated by the disadvantages of existing approaches on continuous top-k searches on streaming data, we dedicate this paper to the development of a new approach that is less sensitive to the query parameters, and is able to achieve a stable and efficient performance under various distributions of objects' scores. We propose a novel self-adaptive partition based framework, named SAP, as a solution. SAP employs a popular technique named partition [1] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] to organize objects in the query window. In brief, SAP partitions the window into several disjoint sub-windows. In each partition (a.k.a. sub-window) P i , we maintain the k objects with highest scores as candidates, denoted as P k i , and objects in P i À P k i that may contribute to the result set, namely meaningful objects, via a meaningful object set M i . Intuitively, for each partition P i , objects in P i À P k i À M i are guaranteed non-result objects, and those in M i are guaranteed non-result objects until P i moves to the front of the window. Consequently, the partition scheme effectively limits the incremental maintenance scope to only the objects in [P k i and the meaningful objects in M i of the front partition (i.e., the partition currently located at the front of the window) (see Section 3.1).
One simple approach to construct M i is to re-scan the partition P i when objects in P k i move out of the window. However, this requires re-scanning of P i whose cost might be high, especially when the size of P i is big. We maintain the k-skyband objects in (P i À P k i ) as meaningful objects. We propose a novel structure namely S-AVL (see Section 5.1) that is able to maintain a set of potential meaningful objects for each partition P i with very low cost. In addition, we also strategically defer the formation of M i to the moment when P i is about to become the first partition in the current window. If we select a proper partition size (e.g., ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi n maxðs; kÞ p ), S-AVL structure is able to reduce the incremental maintenance cost of SAP to Oðlog kÞ. To our best knowledge, it is the first algorithm that achieves logarithmic complexity w.r.t. k for incrementally maintaining the candidate set even in the worst case scenarios (see Section 4.1).
Our SAP framework is general, and it can support different partitioning algorithms. In this paper, we first present a simple equal partition in order to quantify the main benefit of partitioning in a simplified manner; we then present a dynamic partition which can be used in real applications to select a proper partition size for each partition by considering the score distribution of underlying data stream and query parameters. The dynamic partition algorithm enables SAP framework to adjust the partition size to cater for queries with different parameters and data streams with different distributions. Note, this task is very challenging as SAP does not assume any prior knowledge on objects' distribution, and it is almost impossible to learn the distribution of streaming data in the high-speed streaming environment.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, we review existing works in Section 2. Next, we introduce the self-adaptive partition based framework (SAP) in Section 3. We also propose a few partitioning algorithms to cater for different types of data streams in Section 4. We then propose a novel data structure named S-AVL to reduce the formation cost of meaningful object set M i in Section 5. We report our comprehensive experimental study in Section 6 to evaluate the performance of SAP, as compared with state-of-the-art techniques. Finally, we conclude our paper in Section 7.
PRELIMINARY
In the next section, we first review some important existing results about continuous queries over sliding window. Then, Section 2.2 describes the mann-whitney-ranks test, which is an effective method for hypothesis testing, and is fundamental to the subsequent discussion.
Related Work
A large number of continuous queries over streaming data have been studied, including join [20] , continuous top-k multi-query [27] , continuous top-k query [16] , [25] , outlier detection [3] , [4] , [12] , kNN query [2] , [17] and skyline query [14] , [22] . In this paper, we focus on the problem of continuous top-k query over streaming data. Based on whether re-scanning is necessary, existing algorithms can be clustered into two groups, namely multi-pass based approaches and one-pass based approaches.
Multi-Pass Based Approaches. Many multi-pass based approaches [16] , [26] maintain top-k 0 (k k 0 k max ) objects in current window W as candidates, where k max is a parameter that determines the maximum capacity of the candidate set C (e.g., k max ¼ 2k). Whenever a query result expires from the window, if jCj ! k, the new result could be retrieved from C; otherwise, a re-scanning of current window W is triggered to re-fill the candidate set C with top-k max objects.
Since the re-scanning cost is high, several algorithms have been proposed to reduce the re-scanning cost, including the most representative one SMA [16] . SMA reduces the re-scanning cost via two facets. First, it uses a grid structure to index streaming data. When re-scanning of the window happens, the grid structure enables it to access only a few cells according to the coefficients of the preference function F . Second, it introduces the concept of dominance [13] , [19] Fig. 1b , object a is dominated by three objects and hence Dða; O W ; WÞ is set to three. Objects with Dðo; O W ; WÞ < k are named as k-skybands, and non-k-skybands (i.e., objects with Dðo; O W ; WÞ ! k) can be safely pruned away as they will not be one of the top-k objects. In this way, those filtered-out objects will not be evaluated when the re-scanning happens and hence the re-scanning cost is reduced. However, SMA only maintains a small portion of k-skybands, so the re-scanning still happens. For example, when objects' scores keep decreasing (as shown in Fig. 1a) , the re-scanning happens frequently and the total re-scanning cost could be high.
One-Pass Based Approaches. In order to avoid the re-scanning, a simple approach is to maintain all the k-skybands in the window [18] . Whenever a new object o in slides into the window W , it inserts o in into the candidate set C. Meanwhile, Dðo; O W ; WÞ values of all the candidate objects o 2 C dominated by o in are increased by one and only objects o with Dðo; O W ; WÞ < k remain in C [18] . Obviously, o in remains within the candidate set C until another k objects with scores higher than F ðo in Þ flow into the window. In other words, all the objects, even with very low scores, are present within candidate set C for certain period of time. Although all those false candidates will be removed from C eventually, it takes extra space to preserve them in C and extra time to maintain their dominant numbers. As pointed out in [18] , when the objects' scores are not correlated with their arrival orders (e.g., as shown in Fig. 1b) , k-skyband based approaches incur Oðk ln n k Þ space cost and Oðlog k þ log ln n þ n d Þ incremental maintenance cost. Here, n d refers to the average number of candidates in current candidate set C that can be dominated by the newly arrived object o in .
In an extreme case where scores of objects in the window are anti-correlated with their arrival orders (as shown in Fig. 1a ), all the objects are k-skyband objects and they all have to be preserved in C. In this case, the space cost is OðnÞ. If a new object o in with F ðo in Þ larger than that of any candidate object flows into the window, it actually dominates all the candidate objects and hence n d is n, and the total incremental maintenance cost is increased to Oðn þ cost F Þ.
A novel one-pass algorithm named MinTopK [25] improves the performance of k-skyband based algorithms via considering parameter s. Recall that in a count-based window, parameter s refers to the number of newly arrival objects whenever the window slides, and MinTopK maintains every s objects that flow into the window at the same order i in a set s i . To simplify our discussion, we assume s is a factor of n and m ¼ n s is an integer. Accordingly, a query window W could be represented by a set of s i s, e.g., fs 1 ; . . . ; s m g.
MinTopK consists of initialization phase and incremental maintenance phase. In the initialization phase, it constructs a list of predicting result sets for each W i with 1 i m, assuming the current window contains fs 1 ; s 2 ; . . . ; s m g. Here, W i is a future window formed by {s i ; s iþ1 ; . . . ; s mþiÀ1 } where some of its s j s might not be available yet. For example, when W 1 is the current window, s 8 of W 2 is not available, and s 8 and s 9 of W 3 are not available yet. A predicting result set R m i contains k objects in the current window that might contribute to the result set corresponding to a future window W i , i.e., R m i maintains the top-k objects in sets fs i ; s iþ1 ; . . . ; s m g. In other words, [ m j¼1 R m j contains all the objects in the current window W 1 that might become query results in the future and hence the rest of objects in W 1 can be safely discarded, as proved by [25] . An example is plotted in Fig. 2 with s ¼ 3, n ¼ 21, k ¼ 2, and m ¼ 7. R i (e.g., f94; 93; 92; 91; 89; 82g in above example).
In addition to the candidate set, MinTopK also maintains a pointer lbp for each future window W i . Here, lbp of W i points to the smallest candidate o in R m i . In the near future, when a new object o in arrives, if F ðo in Þ is higher than the score of the object pointed by W i :lbp, o in will become a new candidate for W i . In brief, lbps serve two purposes, i.e., locating all the future windows W i such that the new object o in is predicted to be one of the top-k objects; and identifying false candidates that are disqualified from being one of the top-k objects in any future window W i because of o in . In the event that o in cannot be one of the top-k objects for any of the future windows, o in can be safely discarded. The second phase of MinTopK is to process newly arrived objects and update lbps if necessary. For example, when the window slides from W 1 to W 2 , it processes objects in s 8 one by one. MinTopK first locates 90 to the right position in the current candidate set, that is right after 91 but before candidates 89 and 82. 89 is pointed by the lbp of W 4 , W 5 and W 6 , while 82 is pointed by the lbp of W 7 . Given the fact that 90 > 89 and 90 > 82, 90 is inserted to the candidate set as a new 
candidate, as it is currently one of the top-k objects for future window W j s with 4 j 8. Accordingly, lbps of W i s with 4 i 7 will be pointing to 90, and candidates 89 and 82 will be removed from the candidate set. MinTopK then checks the second object 84. It inserts 84 into the candidate set and updates the lbp of W 8 to point to 84. It also checks the third object 78 and discards it immediately as it cannot contribute to any predicted result set. Fig. 2b shows the refined candidate set w.r.t. W 1 , W 2 , W 3 , and W 4 . Now, we discuss the incremental cost of minTopK. Let hn; k; s; F i be a top-k query. Given a newly arrival object o in , minTopK first inserts o in into the candidate set C if o in cannot be filtered out, with the cost of Oðlog ðjCjÞ. Note jCj, the size of the candidate set, is bounded by nk maxðs;kÞ . Next, minTopK accesses the lbp table to update the lower-bound of each predicting result set with score lower than F ðo in Þ, with the cost bounded by the total number of lbps (i.e., n s at most). In total, the incremental maintenance cost of minTopK is Oð n s þ log ð nk maxðs;kÞ ÞÞ in the worst case. Other Queries. Besides the continuous top-k query, other types of continuous queries (e.g., continuous skyline query and kNN query) have also been well studied. The first approach for skyline queries over sliding window is proposed by Lin et al. in [14] . They use an interval tree to maintain points in a sliding window. Tao et al. propose methods for skyline monitoring over sliding windows in [22] , aiming at improving the space/time efficiency by discarding records that cannot participate in the skyline until their expiration.
Bohm et al. study the problem of continuous NN query over sliding window in [2] . They use a skyline data structure to maintain objects that mingt be able to become the nearest neighbor of one or more continuous queries. In order to enhance the query processing, they propose a delaying strategy to process those objects which are not immediately nearest neighbors of any query. Mouratidis et al. study the continuous NN queries over sliding window in [17] . Their key idea is to reduce the problem to skyline maintenance in the distance-time space and to pre-compute the future changes in the NN set. All these solutions can be easily adopted to answer kNN query.
The common idea of these efforts is to maintain a subset of objects to answer the query via maintaining the domination relationship among candidates. However, like top-k algorithms, they do not fully utilize the query parameters and distribution of streaming data to enhance the algorithm performance.
Discussion. In summary, existing approaches are sensitive to query parameters, and none of them has considered the challenges brought by different data distributions. For example, when objects' scores keep decreasing, one-pass based approaches suffer from expensive candidate maintenance cost; while multi-pass based approaches suffer from frequent re-scanning. Motivated by these observations, we devote this paper to the design and development of new algorithms that can support top-k monitoring over streaming data in real-time, and is able to achieve an efficient and stable performance, independent of the distribution and properties of data stream and the settings of the queries. o:r. Given the hypothesis H that if D 1 and D 2 are actually drawn from the same distribution, the samples in SD 1 shall tend to be dispersed throughout the ordering of all jSD 1 [ SD 2 j samples. In other words, the value of R 1 and that of R 2 are able to tell certain clues. To be more specific, if T low minðR 1 ; R 2 Þ T up , D 1 and D 2 might be from the same distribution, and the hypothesis H is accepted accordingly; otherwise, the hypothesis is rejected. Here, T low and T up refer to the lower-bound and upper-bound of the acceptance region respectively, which could be obtained from the table of rank-sum test [15] . If R 1 > T up , we conclude that the objects in D 1 tend to be larger than the objects in D 2 .
Note, when both SD 1 and SD 2 contain at least 10 samples, WRT has approximately the normal distribution. In this case, we could construct the similar function for evaluation. To be more specific, we can treat the distribution of R 1 as if it is Normal (m 1 ; s 1 ), where
, and
is the the upper quartile in normal distribution, and a is the probability of Type I error, i.e., with the default value 0.05 [15] .
THE PARTITION BASED FRAMEWORK
In this section, we propose a novel self-adaptive partition based framework, named SAP. We first present the basic idea of our SAP framework, and explain how to support continuous top-k queries under SAP framework. To simplify our discussion, we assume s ¼ 1 in this section. However, our techniques are independent on s and definitely applicable when s > 1, and we will discuss the impact of s on the partitions in Sections 4 and 6.
Basic Idea
Formally, given a query window W that contains n objects, a partition PðW; mÞ ¼ fP 0 ; P 1 ; . . . P mÀ1 g is to partition the objects in W into m sub-windows P i s such that i) W ¼ [ mÀ1 i¼0 P i ; ii) 80 i < j < m, P i \ P j ¼ ;; and iii) 80 i < j < m, all the objects in P i arrive earlier than any object in P j . Via partitioning the objects in a window into smaller sub-windows, we effectively limit the update caused by window sliding to at most one sub-window. In the rest of the paper, we may use sub-windows and partitions interchangeably if the context is clear.
In each partition P i , we maintain the k objects with highest scores as candidates, denoted as P partition is depicted in Fig. 3 . Objects in a window W are partitioned into m (5 in our example) equal partitions, denoted as P 0 , P 1 ; . . . ; P mÀ1 . Note partitions could have different sizes, although we assume equal partition for simplicity in this example. To simplify our discussion, each circle refers to an object o with the number in the middle representing F ðoÞ and we simply name an object as F ðoÞ (e.g., object 95 refers to the first object in P 0 with F ðoÞ ¼ 95). P k i keeps the top-k objects in P i , e.g.,
All the objects in P i À P k i have their scores lower than the scores of the top-k objects in P k i and hence will not be able to contribute to the result set, until top-k objects in P k i start sliding out of the window. In order to guarantee the accuracy of the result, re-scanning of P i À P k i is needed. In order to avoid re-scanning partition P i when objects in P k i move out of the window, we maintain a meaningful object set M i that contains all the meaningful objects in (P i À P k i ) with the potential to become the result objects when objects in P k i slide out of the window. Take the partition P 0 in Fig. 3 as an example. The corresponding M 0 ¼ f92g. The detailed formation and maintenance of M i will be explained later in Section 5.1.
We also observe that set M i for some partition P i could be empty as none of the objects in ðP i À P k i Þ is qualified. For example, in Fig. 3 , the smallest candidate object (i.e., 79) in P 1 is dominated by 91, 82 from P 2 , 88 from P 3 , and 84 from P 4 , and hence M 1 is guaranteed to be empty. Is it possible to derive that M i is empty without checking objects in
The answer is yes, via a novel concept named group dominance number as formally defined in Definition 1. Definition 1 (Group Dominance Number). Given a partition PðW; mÞ, let P i be a partition in W and o k i be the object with kth highest score in P i . The group dominance number of partition P i , denoted as P i :r, refers to the number of candidate
To be more specific, given a partition P i with P i :r ! k, it is guaranteed that the object o k with smallest value in P k i is dominated by P i :r objects in the following partitions. As all the objects in P i À P k i have their values smaller than that of o k , they are all dominated by at least those P i :r (! k) objects in the following partitions and hence could not be meaningful objects. In other words, M i corresponding to the partition P i with P i :r ! k is guaranteed to be empty, and its formation could be safely skipped. Lemma 1. Given a partition PðW; mÞ, let R be the result set and M 0 be the meaningful object set corresponding to the partition P 0 that is currently located at the front of the window. If
) forms a superset for the result set R. As Lemma 1 is straightforward, we skip the proof for space saving.
Algorithm 1. Top-k
Input: a partition on query window PðW; mÞ, objects o in and o out , current result set R and candidate set C Output: updated partition PðW; mÞ, updated candidate Set C, and updated result Set R 1 Window Update:
; 12 if P m is full then 13 remove partition P 0 , and create a new partition; 14 C RefineðC; P k m Þ;
Based on Lemma 1 and the group dominance number introduced above, we propose Top-k algorithm to support the top-k search. The pseudo code is listed in Algorithm 1. It only considers a partition PðW; mÞ. For sliding-out object o out , it only affects the first partition P 0 (line 1). If it is a candidate object, we perform additional update, guided by Lemma 1 (lines 2-6). For the sliding-in object o in , we insert it into P k m (line 1), and perform result set update if necessary (lines 7-11). Here, P k m uses a AVL-Tree to maintain the k objects with highest scores in P m . Especially, when P m reaches its full capacity (e.g., n m in the case of equal partition), we insert P k m into C, and perform the necessary checking to remove false candidates from C via function RefineðCÞ. In addition, we construct M 1 for P 1 if necessary, i.e., if P 1 :r < k.
Note that, we insert P k m into C via a merge operation, since the objects in C and those in P k m are preserved in two sorted lists, i.e., based on ascending order of their scores. During the insertion, we sequentially scan these two lists. As shown in Fig. 4 , objects in P k 5 are scanned based on the order of 86 first and then 90, and objects in C are scanned based on the order of 75 first, 78 second, and so on. We assume each candidate object o in C in the sliding window W j is associated with a counter Dðo; C; W j Þ, initially set to 0. Its value refers to the number of candidate objects who can dominate o. When an ith object o i 2 P k m is inserted into C, all the objects behind it but before o iþ1 (i.e., having scores lower than o i but higher than the ði þ 1Þth object o iþ1 2 P k m ) will have their associated counters increased by i. Once Dðo; C; W j Þ reaches k, o is removed. Via integrating merging and refining, we need to scan C and P k m only once with the cost bounded by OðjCjÞ.
Discussion
Compared with other approaches, one immediate benefit of partition is that we could utilize, as superior as possible, a partition to catch "high-quality" candidates distributed at any part of the window, and to form a candidate set that covers all the query results as complete as possible. Even if not, we still could refine the candidate set efficiently using other nice properties of partition. Based on these properties, only a small number of insertions/deletions are required to maintain the candidates.
Take the-state-of-the-art algorithm MinTopK as an example. When window slides from W 1 to W 2 , MinTopK requires 2 insertions (e.g., 90, 84) and 2 deletions (e.g., 89, 82) for incremental maintenance. Totally, when the window slides from W 1 to W 4 , it incurs 7 insertions and 5 deletions. 2 Consider the partition in Fig. 5 . The newly arrival objects 90 and 84 consume 1 insertion respectively, while the following newly arrival objects, except 86, are all filtered out. Under this partition, it only requires 3 insertions (e.g., 90, 84, 86) and 2 deletions (e.g., 89, 84) from
However, a natural question is how to find such a superior partition. The smaller the partition size, the more the operations (e.g., insertions and deletions), accompanied with a lower M 0 construction frequency, and vice versa. As will be presented in Section 4, we first attack this dilemma via utilizing the parameters k, n, and s. In this way, we successfully reduce the incremental maintenance cost to Oðlog kÞ and reduce the size jC [ M 0 j to Oðk ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi n maxðk;sÞ q Þ even in the worst case scenario (see Section 4.1). Furthermore, we exploit a more superior algorithm, where it could self-adaptively adjust the partition size to cater for different streaming data distributions, e.g., the partition in Fig. 5 . We want to highlight that, this task is very challenging as we usually have no prior knowledge on objects' score distribution and it is impossible to learn the distribution of streaming data in the timely changing and high-speed streaming environment.
PARTITION ALGORITHMS
After presenting the basic idea and main advantages of framework SAP, we need to address the issue of how to partition the window. In the following, we first present a simple equal partition with guaranteed incremental maintenance cost which serves as the baseline partition approach. Next, we present a dynamic partition that adjusts the size of each partition based on properties of underlying data streams. Note, no matter how we partition the objects, s objects sliding into the window at the same time must be accommodated by one single partition, in order to guarantee the accuracy of group dominance number and to fulfill the requirement that all the objects in partition P j arrive earlier than any object in partition P jþ1 . In addition, each partition P j shall contain at least k objects to ensure the existence of P k j . In other words, 8P j 2 PðW; mÞ, i) jP j j ¼ i Á s with i an integer, and ii) jP j j ! k.
The Equal Partition Algorithm
In order to demonstrate the advantage of partition, we first present an equal partition algorithm. In the following, we develop a simple cost model to analyze the incremental maintenance cost under equal partition. As mentioned previously, we need to monitor C [ M 0 in order to support the top-k search. Among every s objects that slide into the window simultaneously, there are maximum minðs; kÞ k-skyband objects and hence the size of M 0 is bounded by jP 0 j s Á minðs; kÞ À k ¼ jP 0 jk maxðs;kÞ À k. Accordingly, Equation (1) presents the upper bound of jC [ M 0 j under equal partition. e. We want to highlight that, each partition has its minimum size of max(s; k) and its size must be a multiple of s. For example, if n m 2s, each partition is set to size s and m is then changed accordingly. In this case, equal partition under SAP framework is equivalent to MinTopK. In other words, MinTopK is a very special case of equal partition under our SAP framework. Instead of fixing the partition size to a constant number based on s like MinTopK does, our SAP framework is far more general and flexible. Take Fig. 6 as an example. Since n ¼ 10 6 and s ¼ 10 4 , we partition the window into ffiffiffiffiffi ffi 10 6 10 4 q ¼ 10 sub-windows. One benefit of equal partition is that we could avoid some extreme cases. For example, the scores of objects in P 5 , P 6 , P 8 , and P 9 demonstrate a downtrend, and there are many meaningful objects in these four partitions. If we maintain all the meaningful objects in the window as one-pass algorithm does, the 2. Note that we use the number of insertions and deletions to illustrate the basic ideas behind the algorithms without being distracted by the extra details.
candidate set size could be huge. Because of partition, we only maintain the meaningful objects in jC [ M 0 j which is bounded by 2 Â 10 ffiffiffiffiffi ffi Besides reporting the results when they are changed, the incremental maintenance cost is mainly contributed by the merge cost of inserting P k m to C, the manipulation cost to manage meaningful objects in M 0 , and the cost of maintaining P k m . As for P k m , it takes Oðlog kÞ time to insert o in into P k m . As for M 0 , as will be reviewed in Section 5.1, we propose a novel structure named S-AVL to maintain the objects in M 0 . The time complexity of constructing this structure is Oð n m Â cost F þ nðkÀP 0 :rÞ ms log ðk À P 0 :rÞÞ. In addition, we utilize some nice properties of partition for amortizing this part of cost within a period of time when N m objects slide out of the window. Therefore, when the window slides, the manipulation cost for M 0 is bounded by Oðlog k þ cost F Þ per object. The merge cost has the time complexity of OðmkÞ. After we amortize the merge cost within a period of time when n m objects slide out of the window, the merge cost can be reduced to Oð e to minimize the upper bound of jC [ M 0 j, the merge cost is Oð1Þ. After we consolidate these costs, the complexity of incremental maintenance cost is Oðlog k þ cost F Þ (when m ¼ d ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi n maxðk;sÞ q e). We notice that under this setting, the complexity of incremental maintenance cost is irrelevant to the partition m and achieves a logarithmic complexity. Here, cost F refers to the cost of computing object's score. In brief, through the above analysis, we understand that a simple equal partition with m ¼ d ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi N maxðk;sÞ q e can achieve an incremental maintenance cost bounded by Oðlog k þ cost F Þ.
To the best of our knowledge, among all the algorithms that can support continuous top-k query over sliding windows, this is the first algorithm that achieves logarithmic complexity w.r.t. k for incrementally maintaining the candidate set even in the worst case scenarios.
Dynamic Partition Algorithm
Our top-k algorithm requires to maintain the top-k objects of each partition P i in P k i , and maintain all the k-skyband objects in P i À P k i using M i . As explained previously, the incremental maintenance cost is caused by set C [ M 0 . If somehow we can predict that objects in P k i have a high chance to be non-k-skyband, we should enlarge the size of P i to increase the possibility of including some real k-skyband objects in P k i . On the other hand, if we know that M i is very likely to be non-empty, it is beneficial to reduce the size of P i to decrease the likelihood of having a non-empty M i . Obviously, the number of high-score objects in a partition has a direct impact on the proper size of a partition, which has not yet been considered by any existing structure designed for top-k searches over stream data, including the equal partition proposed in Section 4.1.
Take Fig. 6 as an example. If we can predict that objects in
, and P k 4 have a high chance to be nonk-skyband, we could merge them together, and regard their union as one partition to effectively cut down the candidate maintenance cost. By contrast, if we can predict that M 5 corresponding to P 5 is very likely to be non-empty, we do not enlarge its size to keep the size of candidate set as low as possible. Clearly, this finding offers some room to further improve the partition, and the dynamic partition algorithm is the solution we propose. It is able to address the challenging issue of selecting a proper partition size, such that the chance of including k-skyband objects in P k i is high but that of including k-skyband objects in M i is low.
Before we present the details of this new algorithm, we first introduce parameter l min that refers to the minimum size of any partition P i , i.e., jP i j ! l min . Recall that, as analyzed in Section 4.1, the upper bound of jC [ M 0 j under equal partition is Oðk ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi n maxðs;kÞ
We set l min ¼ n m Ã ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi nmaxðs; kÞ p as any further reduction of the partition size will increase the upper bound of jC [ M 0 j. To simplify our discussion, we call a sub-window that contains l min objects as minimal partition unit (in short unit).
Different from equal partition, the dynamic algorithm needs to decide a proper size for each new partition P m . In this paper, we employ the Mann-Whitney-Ranks Test [15] (in short WRT) method to achieve this goal. The reason we adopt WRT is to construct an evaluation function F for evaluating whether objects in P k m (i.e., the top-k objects in partition P m ) have larger values, as compared with high-score objects in the search window within a time interval I that contains certain partitions prior to P m . If the answer is yes, P m might not be a proper partition as its probability of constructing M i for P m will be high in the future. Accordingly, we introduce Theorem 1, and parameter h which is the solution to Proof. Please refer to Appendix B.
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Based on Theorem 1 and WRT, we present our evaluation function F in Equation (2) . It is based on top-k objects in P m and top-hk objects in the interval I. Here, I
hk returns top-hk objects in an interval I of the window W . If F > 0, we conclude that candidates in P k m tend to have larger values than objects in I and the probability of constructing S-AVL for P m might be high in the future. In other words, P m is an improper partition and it most likely contains too many objects. Otherwise (F 0), partition P m is proper and the probability of constructing S-AVL for P m is very likely to be low in the future. 
The reason we compare top-k objects in P m and top-hk objects in I is to approximate the probability of P m :r ! k. Assume the current time stamp is t 0 , we set I to ½t 0 À n þ jP m j; t 0 Þ. Note, we need to decide P m :r ! k at the moment t 0 þ n À jP m j. That is to say the value of P m :r depends on the high score objects whose arrival times fall within the duration of ðt 0 ; t 0 þ n À jP m j. However, objects arrived within ðt 0 ; t 0 þ n À jP m j are not available at time stamp t 0 . As an alternative, we visit the top-hk candidates whose arrival times are within ½t 0 À n þ jP m j; t 0 Þ in the current window, i.e., I ¼ ½t 0 À n þ jP m j; t 0 Þ.
As a summary
, our dynamic partition works as follows. It scans objects unit by unit. Every time when a new unit U of objects arrives, it merges U with current P m to construct a new partition P 0 m (i.e., P 0 m ¼ P m [ U), and then performs the evaluation F ðP 0 k m ; I hk Þ. If F 0 and jP 0 m j l max , P 0 m is a valid partition and it replaces P m to become the current partition; otherwise (F > 0 or jP 0 m j > l max ), partition P 0 m is invalid. We then finalize P m as it is and a new partition P mþ1 is initialized to accommodate the new unit of objects (i.e., P mþ1 ¼ U), which also becomes the current partition. Here, l max refers to the maximum size of any partition P i , i.e., jP i j l max . It is set to the solution of nÀl max l max ¼ h to make sure function I hk contains sufficient objects for the evaluation F .
Enhanced Dynamic Partition Algorithm
Our dynamic partition algorithm is able to adjust the size of a partition as underlying data objects change. As compared with the equal partition that suggests Fig. 7 ). When it is scanned, the k-skybands contained in these ten units all should be maintained, and jM 0 j cannot be bounded by Oðk ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi n maxðs;kÞ q Þ. The other observation is that, in order to construct M 0 for P 0 , all ten units contained in P 0 need to be scanned. However, some units (e.g., U 0 , U 1 , U 2 , U 3 , U 4 in Fig. 7 ) actually do not contain any k-skyband object. If we can somehow identify those units, the construction cost of S-AVL could be significantly reduced.
In order to address above two main issues, we further improve the dynamic partition algorithm with the new algorithm named as enhanced dynamic partition algorithm via a concept of k-unit. On one hand, enhanced dynamic partition algorithm wants to bound the size of M 0 to be Oðk ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi n maxðs;kÞ q Þ even when P 0 is big. In other words, enhanced dynamic partition algorithm remains the self-adjustment capability of the dynamic partition algorithm but guarantees the size of M 0 is bounded by Oðk ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi n maxðs;kÞ q Þ. On the other hand, enhanced dynamic partition algorithm will also try to avoid accessing the units that contain no k-skyband. In the following, we first introduce the concept of k-unit, next present an approach that can tell whether a unit is a k-unit with a very low cost. In Section 5.2, we will explain how the enhanced dynamic partition algorithm can achieve above two objectives via k-unit. k-Unit. Given a unit U of size l min (i.e., a partition under equal partition), let U:u refer to the maximum number of
Based on our observations, we understand that it is very likely for k-units to have non-empty S-AVL; while the chance for non-k-units to have non-empty S-AVL is much lower. Consequently, we group objects (in units) into non-k-units or k-units. In other words, we expect that the number of potential candidates from k-units that we need to maintain is very different from that under non-k-units.
Theorem 2. Given two adjacent units U v and U vþ1 in P i and a threshold t, if both units have vðkÞ objects with scores higher than t, U v must be a non-k-unit.
Proof. Please refer to Appendix B.
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According to Theorem 2, it is not hard to observe that the key difficulty of locating k-units lies in the selection of the threshold value t. If t is too small, many units will be labeled as k-units. On the other hand, if t is too big, we might not be able to construct any non-k-units. In this paper, we select t according to Theorem 3, i.e., the z Ã th highest score in a unit U h . It indicates if the distribution of objects' scores in U i is not very different from that of U h (i > h) (also U hþ1 ; U hþ2 ; . . . ; U iÀ1 ), we can find vðkÞ objects in U i whose scores are higher than the z Ã th highest score in U iÀ1 , and hence U iÀ1 must be a non-k-unit. Otherwise, U iÀ1 may be a k-unit. Back to the example shown in Fig. 7 . Because the score distributions in U 0 , U 1 , U 2 , U 3 , U 4 are roughly the same, we could use the same value as the threshold. However, when we handle the objects in U 5 , the score distribution in U 5 is very different from that in U 0 . Therefore, the threshold t has to be updated. Theorem 3. Given two units of objects U 1 and U 2 with similar objects score distribution, Prðk jXj < z max Þ % 1, where X refers to the set of objects in U 2 with scores higher than F ðu Proof. Please refer to Appendix B.
In the following, we will explain TBUI algorithm in detail, including the threshold initialization, the threshold adjustment and k-unit maintenance, with its pseudo code listed in Algorithm 2. Note the auxiliary structure L i is a list of length L i :Length, with each element L i ½j corresponding to the jth unit of partition P i . To be more specific, if U j is a k-unit, L i ½j maintains U t j ; otherwise, L i ½j maintains the object in U j with the highest score. Parameter flag i is to indicate whether the initialization of threshold t is in operation.
The initialization of t starts when objects of the first unit U 0 start sliding into the search window W . We set t to be 0 at the beginning (Lines 1-2 of Algorithm 2). As objects of U 0 arrive, a subset U t 0 of U 0 maintains all the objects in U 0 with scores higher than t (Lines 3-4). When jU t 0 j reaches 2z Ã , we update t to the median score of 2z Ã objects in U t 0 using median-search algorithm [5] , and meanwhile update U t 0 to only include those objects with scores higher than new t (Lines 5-6). Note z Ã refers to the solution to zÀk ffiffi z p ¼ 3. As new objects arrive, U t 0 is expanded and t is updated again when U t 0 reaches 2z Ã . Once all the objects in the first unit U 0 arrive, we set t to the z Ã th highest score in U t 0 . In addition, we regard U 0 as a k-unit and construct U k 0 which is preserved by L i ½0. Thereafter, flag i is set to false to indicate the completion of the initialization of threshold t.
Algorithm 2. The TBUI Algorithm
Input: a partition P i , newly arrived objects o, Boolean flag i Output:
flag i true;
In the following, objects of other units come. According to Theorem 3, if the distribution of objects' scores in the subsequent units is not very different from that of objects in U 0 , we could find vðkÞ objects in each of the subsequent unit with scores higher than t. For example, when objects of U 1 arrive, we maintain a new subset U t 1 to preserve all the objects in U 1 with scores higher than t. If k < jU t 1 j < z max , we set U 1 as a k-unit but disqualify U 0 from being a k-unit based on Theorem 2. Accordingly, since U 0 is a non-k-unit, L i ½0 only needs to remain the top-1 object in U 0 with the highest score but not U t 0 (as listed in Lines 12-13); L i ½1 is a k-unit so L i ½1 will keep U t 1 (as listed in Line 14). The process continues as new objects arrive, until one of the following two events happens.
Ã ; z max Þ when jU v j < l min (lines 7-8 of Algorithm 2). Based on Theorem 3, it implies that the scores of objects in U v demonstrate an uptrend, as compared with scores of objects in previous units. Therefore, we update t to the z Ã th highest score in U . Based on Theorem 3, it implies that the scores of objects in U v demonstrate a downtrend, as compared with scores of objects in previous units. In this case, we re-initialize t to 0, and re-use the initial t initialization to find a proper value for t. Unit U vÀ1 is labelled as a k-unit. Back to Fig. 7 , when v ¼ 8, objects in U 8 demonstrate a declining tendency and U 7 is confirmed to be a k-unit; when v ¼ 9, objects in U 9 also demonstrate a declining tendency and U 8 is confirmed to be another k-unit.
Complexity Analysis. We now analyze the computational complexity of the enhanced partition algorithm, which mainly consists of maintaining U k i and using the function F to evaluate whether the partition is proper. For the former task, given a unit U i , when jU t i j achieves maxð2z Ã ; z max Þ, we spend Oðz Ã Þ cost in finding the median from U t i , and deleting those with scores lower than the median. In the worst case, such operations are executed after maxð2z Ã ; z max Þ objects are processed. Because the size of each unit is l min , the total cost of maintaining U t i is bounded by Oðz Ã l min z Ã Þ ¼ Oðl min Þ. For the latter task, the function F uses Oððk þ 1ÞhÞ computational cost in evaluating whether the partition is proper. Totally, the partition cost is bounded by Oðl min þ ðk þ 1ÞhÞ ¼ Oðl min Þ, which is Oð1Þ per object.
THE S-AVL STRUCTURE
In the above discussion, we have not yet explained how to construct the meaningful object set M i for each partition P i with P i :r < k. In this section, we propose a novel structure named S-AVL to maintain the meaningful objects in P i . We first introduce the S-AVL structure; we then discuss the enhanced S-AVL, which guarantees that jC [ M 0 j is bounded by Oðk ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi n maxðs;kÞ q Þ regardless of the size of P 0 .
The Baseline S-AVL Structure
As M i is not required for supporting top-k searches until the objects of the corresponding partition P i start sliding out of the window, we purposely delay the formation of M i until P i becomes the first partition of the current search window. Any early formation of M i might turn out to be avoidable, because P i :r value could be increased as new objects slide into the window and it is only finalized when P i becomes the first partition of the window. In this section, we propose a novel index structure called S-AVL to accommodate M i . In the following, we explain the basic idea of S-AVL, the structure of S-AVL, the construction of S-AVL, the updating algorithm of S-AVL, and amortization of its construction. Last but not least, we will discuss the further optimization via considering s (see Appendix C). Basic Idea of S-AVL. For a partition P 0 with P 0 :r < k, it means M 0 is not empty, i.e., there are some objects in P 0 À P k 0 which might become result objects as objects of P k 0 slide out of the window. The basic idea of S-AVL is to locate all the meaningful objects in P 0 À P k 0 and to maintain them in an efficient structure to facilitate the formation of M i . S-AVL locates all the meaningful objects (i.e., those k-skyband objects in P i À P k i ) via two-level pruning, global pruning and then local pruning. In the global pruning, we locate the kth object in the current candidate set without considering P k 0 (e.g., object with score 28 in Fig. 8 ) and use its score (denoted as F u ) to prune objects in P 0 . Obviously, an object o with F ðoÞ < F u will be dominated by top-k objects in C À P k 0 and hence will not be a k-skyband object. In the local pruning, we only consider objects in P 0 and prune all the objects that are dominated by at least (k À P 0 :r) objects in P 0 . Objects that pass both global pruning and local pruning are k-skyband objects, as stated in Lemma 2, and they will be maintained by S-AVL structure. Our main objective of S-AVL structure is to ease the identification and manipulation of those k-skyband objects.
Lemma 2. Given a partition PðW; mÞ, let F u denote the kth highest score of objects in W À P 0 . Given an object o 2 P 0 À P k 0 , let num o be the number of objects in P 0 that dominate o (i.e.,
Structure of S-AVL. As plotted in Fig. 8 , S-AVL consists of stacks and an AVL tree that is constructed by the top entries of all the stacks. We purposely separate stacks from AVLtree in our plot to ease the understanding, while in our implementation these two structures are well integrated with each node in AVL corresponding to a stack. The number of stacks is set to k À P 0 :r. This is because for any noncandidate object o 2 P 0 À P k 0 , there are at least P 0 :r candidates in P À P 0 dominating o. If o is dominated by another (k À P 0 :r) objects in P 0 , o can be pruned. Consequently, by comparing an object with top entries of k À P 0 :r stacks, we can easily prune those objects locally dominated by at least k À P 0 :r objects (i.e., to facilitate the local pruning). That's why for the example shown in Fig. 8 , the number of stacks is set to 3 (¼ k À P 0 :r). Within each stack S i , we ensure that following two conditions are always valid: i) F ðS i ½jÞ F ðS i ½j þ 1Þ; and ii) S i ½j:t ! S i ½j þ 1:t. Note S i ½1 (S i ½jS i j) refers to the bottom (top) entry of stack S i . Take the stack S 2 listed under time stamp t 5 in Fig. 8 as an example. The top entry has its value larger than that of the second entry (35 > 34) while the top entry arrives earlier than the second entry. We also want to highlight that not all the objects maintained by S-AVL are k-skyband as there might be some false positive. This is because an object might be dominated by multiple objects within a stack S i while we only consider the top-entry in S i when we perform local pruning. However, all the elements that are not indexed by S-AVL are not k-skybands. Here, we trade in the space for the efficiency and we can easily adjust the checking process to make sure all the objects maintained in S-AVL are k-skybands.
Construction of S-AVL. The construction of AVL tree is straightforward as it is built based on (k À P 0 :r) objects, the top entries of in total (k À P 0 :r) stacks. For stacks, because of the condition S i ½j:t ! S i ½j þ 1:t, we scan the objects o 2 P 0 À P k 0 one by one according to descending order of o:t, i.e., reverse of their arrival order. For the first (k À P 0 :r) objects scanned, each of them forms a new stack, and an AVL tree is initialized when there are (k À P 0 :r) stacks. As shown in Fig. 8 w.r.t. time stamp t 1 , the first three objects scanned are 30, 31, and 36. Each of them forms one stack, and an AVL-tree is initialized by the three top entries. Thereafter, for each object o scanned, it is added into the stack S i whose top entry has a smaller value than F ðoÞ. If no such stack is available, o can be pruned as it is dominated by at least the (k À P 0 :r) top entries. Together with another P 0 :r objects in the current candidate set C À P k 0 , o is guaranteed to be a non-k-skyband object. If there are more than one stack satisfying this condition, we pick the one with the largest top entry value. For example, when object 34 is scanned, it can be added into both stack S 1 and stack S 2 . As the top entry of S 2 has a value of 31 that is larger than the value (30) of the top entry of S 1 , we add 34 to S 2 but not S 1 . The reason we select S 2 for adding is that we do not want to change the order relationship among objects in the AVL-tree so we could avoid adjusting AVL-tree when construction.
Update of P k 0 Based on S-AVL. Whenever a candidate object o out 2 P k 0 slides out of the window, update on P k 0 is triggered if P 0 :r < k. We find the object o 0 in S-AVL that has the largest value, delete o 0 from its original stack S i , insert it into P k 0 (i.e., the candidate set C), and adjust AVLtree via inserting the new head entry o 00 from S i , if available, to AVL-tree. The whole process takes Oðlog kÞ time.
Amortized Proactive Formation of S-AVL. Although S-AVL structure could efficiently maintain the k-skybands in P 0 À P k 0 , we would like to highlight that the performance of S-AVL could be improved further if we amortize the construction of S-AVL over a period of time when n m objects slide out of the window. Originally, we construct S-AVL w.r.t. P 0 when the first s objects o 2 P 0 slides out of the window with its cost denoted as cost. Now, we amortize the formation into n sm steps, with each step scanning only s objects. Obviously, it can effectively reduce the cost from one-step cost of cost to n sm step cost of sm n cost per step. To be more specific, we propose to construct S-AVL corresponding to P 0 in advance in an amortized fashion. We construct S-AVL of P 1 when objects slide out of P 0 . Every time when s objects of P 0 slide out of the window, we check s objects in P 1 for the formation of S-AVL corresponding to P 1 . When all the objects of P 0 slide out of the window, all the objects in P 1 are scanned and S-AVL w.r.t. P 1 has been constructed. Then, when objects of P 1 slide out of the window next, the corresponding S-AVL is ready and we scan objects of P 2 to get its S-AVL ready.
Note, amortization technique is general and it can be applied in operations other than construction of S-AVL, such as merge operation that merges C with P k m . Because of space limitation, we skip the details. On the other hand, we also want to highlight that amortization technique is general under our SAP framework because of some unique features brought by partitions, but it might not be applicable to other existing works. This also justifies the flexibility of SAP framework.
Segmentation-Based S-AVL Construction
Recall that in Section 4.3, we develop the algorithm TBUI to label k-units and non-k-units. In this section, we propose the algorithm UBSA (short for unit-based segmentation algorithm) to construct S-AVL for P i , which utilizes the information stored in L i to bound the size of S-AVL and to avoid the unnecessary unit scanning. In addition, as will be reviewed in Theorem 4, jM i j is bounded by Oðk ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi n maxðs;kÞ q Þ regardless of the size of P i .
Given a partition P i that contains j units U 1 ; U 2 ; . . . ; U j and has P i :r < k, UBSA segments the construction of the S-AVL for P i into two phases. In the first phase, only objects in non-k-units and the k objects with highest scores in each k-unit U v are scanned. In other words, objects in (U v À U k v ) of all the k-unit U v s are skipped in the first phase but they will be scanned later. In order to avoid the unnecessary scanning, for each non-k-unit U l , we access the corresponding element in L i , i.e., L i ½l, before scanning it. To be more specific, because L i ½l of a non-k-unit U l only contains the object with the highest score, we compare L i ½l with F u . If L i ½l F u , U l À P k i does not contain any k-skyband, and hence we can skip the scanning of U l . Here, F u is the kth highest score in
. Otherwise, we invoke the algorithm discussed in Section 5.1 to scan U l to find k-skybands in U l , and insert the k-skybands into the S-AVL of P i . In Fig. 7 , in the first phase, non-k-units U 0 , U 1 , U 2 , U 3 , U 4 , U 5 , and U 6 , and U k v of k-units U 7 , U 8 and U 9 are scanned. Based on L i ½l value and F u , we are certain that non-k-units U 0 , U 1 , U 2 , U 3 , and U 4 do not have any k-skyband and their detailed scanning can be skipped.
In the second phase, we construct an independent S-AVL for each k-unit U v in turn. To be more specific, when U vÀ2 slides out of the window, the scanning of U v is triggered if U v is a k-unit and its S-AVL is constructed.
Theorem 4 guarantees that the size of M i is bounded by
Oðk ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi n maxðs;kÞ q Þ, at any time during its formation. Similar as constructing S-AVL for non-k-units, we also access the corresponding element in L i , i.e., L i ½v, before scanning U v . To be more specific, we find the lowest score minðL i ½vÞ in L i ½v. If minðL i ½vÞ < F u , we are certain that L i ½v has already included all the potential k-skybands, and hence scanning of L i ½v instead of U v is sufficient to locate all the k-skybands. Otherwise, we scan the entire unit U v to locate all the k-skybands in U v . Back to the example shown in Fig. 7 . For k-unit U 7 , the formation of its S-AVL starts when U 5 slides out of the window; for k-unit U 9 , the formation of its S-AVL starts when U 7 slides out of the window. Right before the formation of S-AVL for U 9 , we compare the minimum value of those preserved by L i ½9 with F u . As F u > minðL i ½9Þ, the scanning of U 9 is actually skipped.
Theorem 4. Given a partition P i that contains j units fU 1 ; U 2 ; . . . ; U j g, if we maintain U k v (1 v j) for each k-unit U v , when P i is scanned, the segmented formation of S-AVL could ensure that jM i j is bounded by Oðk ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi n maxðs;kÞ q Þ.
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we conduct extensive experiments to demonstrate the efficiency of SAP framework. The experiments are based on both real datasets and synthetic datasets. In the following, we first explain the datasets used in our experiments and the settings of our experiments and then report our findings.
Experiment Settings
In total, five datasets are used in our experiments, including three real datasets, namely STOCK, TRIP and PLANET, and two synthetic datasets namely TIME R and TIME U . STOCK refers to 1 GB stock transactions corresponding to 2,300 stocks from ShangHai/ShenZhen Stock Exchange in last two years (from 2014 to 2015), with the original size of 30 GB. We cleaned the dataset by only considering four attributes (i.e., stock Id, transaction time, volume, and price), and then sorted all the cleaned records based on ascending order of their transaction time to form STOCK dataset. The preference function F is price Â volume.
TRIP contains 1 GB taxi trip records from NYC in the last 6 years 3 (from 2010 to 2015). The size of the original dataset is 140 GB. We cleaned this dataset by considering four attributes (i.e., taxi Id, pick-up time t p , drop-off time t d , and travel distance dis), and then sorted all the cleaned records based on ascending order of their pick-up time. We use dis t d Àtp as the preference function.
PLANET refers to the MPCAT-OBS available from the Minor Planet Center. 4 It contains 126 MB records with the original size of 9.51 GB. Each record r contains an observation coordinate and the preference function is set to the distance distðr; oÞ between a given point o and an observation coordinate of r.
Both TIME R and TIME U are synthetic. In TIME R , objects' arrival orders are correlated with their scores, and scores of objects in TIME R are decided by function F ðoÞ ¼ sinð pÂo:t 10 6 Þ with o:t (¼ 1; 2; 3 . . .) representing the arrival order of object o. In TIME U , there is no correlation between the objects' arrival orders and their scores.
In our study, we consider three parameters, i.e., the window size n, the number of returned objects k, and the number s of new objects that slide into the window whenever the window slides. The parameter settings are listed in Table 1 with the default values bolded. In order to evaluate the performance of SAP under high speed stream environment, we conduct another set of experiments with different parameters, as to be presented in Appendix D.
The total running time, average number of candidates and memory consumption are employed as the main performance metrics. The total running time refers to the time used to process all the objects in the dataset. It contains the time of partitioning, handling newly arrival objects and constructing M i for P i if necessary, which indicates how fast the algorithms respond to the updates caused by window sliding; the average number of candidates refers to the average size of the candidate set C. We count the size of C when the window slides, and report its average size (see Appendix E). Memory consumption refers to the amount of memory consumed by different algorithms (see Appendix F). In addition to SAP framework, we implement SMA, k-skyband, and MinTopK algorithms, three state-of-the-art approaches for answering continuous top-k query as competitors. SMA is a representative of multi-pass based approaches, k-skyband is a representative of one-pass based approaches, and MinTopK is another representative of one-pass based approaches. All the algorithms are implemented with C++, and all the experiments are conducted on a CPU i7 with 32 GB memory, running Microsoft Windows 7.
Effect of Partitions
In our first set of experiments, we evaluate the effectiveness of partitioning algorithms proposed in Section 4. We first study the performance of SAP under equal-partition, and then we compare equal-partition with dynamic partition.
First, we report the running time of top-k query under equal-partition with different partition resolutions m in Table 2 . All the parameters are set to their defaults. Recall that we introduce the basic Top-k search algorithm (i.e., Algorithm 1) in Section 3.1, and we also propose a new structure S-AVL to facilitate the formation of meaningful object set M i in Section 5.1. In order to demonstrate the advantage of the delay policy discussed in Algorithm 1, i.e., delaying the formation of M i for each P i , we develop another partition algorithm named non-delay. Compared with Algorithm 1, non-delay also partitions the window into m parts. The only difference between Algorithm 1 and its non-delay version is that non-delay constructs P k i and M i at the same time when P i is constructed. Because of space limitation, we skip the details. In addition, we report the performance of Algorithm 1 in two different scenarios, with and without S-AVL in Table 2 , to demonstrate the advantage of S-AVL structure.
Based on the result, we find that the delay policy is very effective. Under STOCK dataset, Algorithm 1 helps to significantly cut down the running time of non-delay, ranging from 66.4 percent under m ¼ 7 to 40.5 percent under m ¼ 37. The reason behind is that, for each partition P i , P i :r is usually larger than k when P i :r is checked.
Therefore, we only need to construct the meaningful object set for a few partitions, which significantly reduces the total computation cost. The S-AVL structure could further enhance the performance of top-k searching. Take PLANET dataset as an example. S-AVL structure helps to cut down the running time of Algorithm 1, ranging from 77.6 percent under m ¼ 7 to 90 percent under m ¼ 37. We also observe that the power of S-AVL drops as m value increases. The reason behind is that S-AVL structure helps to improve the formation of M i . However, the likelihood of M i being empty is increased as the partition becomes smaller (i.e., m becomes bigger).
In addition to the running time, we also report the value of m Ã in Table 2 . Note m Ã refers to d ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi Table 2 , the running time of the equal partition under m ¼ m Ã value in most cases is not optimized, which suggests that m Ã that is supposed to minimize the upper bound of candidate set size does not necessarily minimize the running time, and approximating the running time of top-k search over streaming data is not easy as the search performance depends on many factors, such as the score distribution of the underlying stream and the search parameters. As S-AVL structure is effective, Algorithm 1 with S-AVL is adopted as default implementation for the search algorithm under SAP.
Second, we compare the equal partition with both the dynamic partition and enhanced dynamic partition, denoted as EQUAL DYNA and EN-DYNA respectively, with the results reported in Table 3 . We observe that enhanced dynamic partition performs significantly better than equal-partition. Take TRIP dataset as an example. SAP under dynamic partition only takes about 70 percent of the running time of SAP under equal partition when N changes its value from 0.01 to 1 percent. In addition, we find that EQUAL is more sensitive to the parameters such as k, n, and s, while DYNA is able to achieve a more stable performance. Take STOCK dataset as an example. When k varies its value from 10 to 1,000, SAP under dynamic We also observe that enhanced dynamic partition performs better than dynamic partition. Take STOCK dataset as an example. SAP under EN-DNYA averagely takes about 90 percent of the running time of SAP under DNYA. More importantly, we find that EN-DNYA is more stable to the data distribution. For PLANET and TIME R datasets, the running time of SAP under EN-DNYA is 70 percent of that of SAP under DNYA. The reason behind is that when the scanning of P 0 frequently happens, our proposed EN-DNYA helps us effectively reduce the scanning scope. In general, enhanced dynamic partition is a better option.
As a summary, structure S-AVL is very effective and it can help to improve the performance of SAP. In addition, the distribution of data stream does affect the performance of top-k searches, and enhanced dynamic partition performs better than both the equal-partition and the dynamic partition.
Comparison between SAP and Existing Algorithms
In our second set of experiments, we compare the performance of SAP with its competitors. Note we adopt the enhanced dynamic partitioning as the default implementation for SAP in the following experimental study, with the implementation of S-AVL. The running time of different algorithms is reported in Fig. 9 , corresponding to STOCK, TRIP, and PLANET, the three real datasets used in our experiments. We also report the running time of different algorithms under different synthetic data sets. (See Appendix G) We first report the running time of all the algorithms under different n values in Figs. 9a, 9b, and 9c . Among all the n values evaluated, we can observe that SAP outperforms existing algorithms consistently, for all three datasets. For example, SAP on average consumes only 17 percent of MinTopK's, 6 percent of SMA's, and 3.5 percent of k-skybands's running time respectively. The significant improvement lies on the fact that SAP could self-adaptively partition the window, and select "high quality" candidates to answer the query. Consequently, fewer insertion/deletion operations are performed, as compared with MinTopK. As compared with SMA, SAP does not need to index all the objects via grid file and hence avoid multi-scanning of the window whenever k 0 becomes smaller than k [16] . Lastly, as compared with k-skybands, SAP saves the maintenance of the dominance relationship of all the k-skybands in the window. We also report the running time of different algorithms under various k values in Figs. 9d, 9e , and 9f. Similar as above observations, SAP consistently performs best. We also observe that, as k increases, the running time of both MinTopK and k-skyband goes up rapidly. This is because k-skyband spends OðkÞ computation cost in removing a nonskyband; while, for MinTopK, the value of k s becomes bigger with the increase of k, which means fewer objects could be discarded when they arrive in the window. In addition, SAP shows a much more stable performance under various parameter settings, as compared with its competitors. It demonstrates that SAP is resilient to multiple parameters.
The running time of different algorithms under different s is reported in Figs. 9g, 9h , and 9i. We find that SAP performs best again. In addition, SAP is not sensitive to s values, which is contributed by the self-adaptive nature of the partition algorithms employed by SAP. By contrast, as s increases, MinTopK's running time rapidly drops. This is because the larger the s, the lower the proportion of objects that needs to be maintained. When s is 0:001% Â n, the running time of MinTopK is almost 19 times higher than that of SAP. When s is 10% Â n, the running time of MinTopK is roughly the same as that of SAP. Like MinTopK, SMA also decreases its running time as s increases but at a much slower pace. The reason behind is that the larger the s, the lower the re-scanning frequency with the total number of re-scanning bounded by jDj s . However, SMA has to bear the expensive maintenance cost of its grid file structure that is independent on s. Consequently, s has a much smaller impact on its running time, as compared with MinTopK. k-skyband does not consider the factor s, and hence its running time remains very expensive regardless of s values. As a summary, SAP is very efficient. Compared with its competitors, it takes the lowest running time to support the top-k search. In addition, SAP has the ability to adjust the partition size to cater for queries with different parameters and data streams with different distributions.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel and general framework namely SAP, for supporting continuous top-k query over stream data. Different from all the existing works, SAP employs the partition technique to organize the stream data. It can adjust the partition size to cater for data streams with different distribution and queries with different parameters. We have conducted extensive experiments to evaluate the performance of SAP on several datasets with different distributions. The results demonstrate the superior performance of SAP. In the near future, we would like to explore more distribution models and propose partitioning algorithms accordingly.
APPENDIX A
This section briefly explains the partition algorithms under time-based window. A time-based query window W hn; si consists of a set of objects in fs 1 ; . . . ; sn s g. Different from count-based window, time-based window does not have the same number of objects in each window/slide. Objects in each s i have the same arrival time and only the top-k objects have the chance to become query results. Therefore, the query results must be bounded by a subset that contains nk s objects, and we could employ the partition algorithms proposed in Section 4 for partitioning the time-based window.
In the following, we first discuss the equal partition algorithm. For simplicity, we assume that the window W is partitioned into fP 0 ; P 1 ; . . . ; P mÀ1 g and each P i contains the objects in fsnÂi e. Consequently, our goal of equal partition could be achieved under time-based window. Next, we discuss the dynamic partition algorithm. Its key idea is to evaluate whether the partition is proper based on the function F ðP 0 k m ; I hk Þ. Since this function only concerns a few high score objects in P 0 m and I , this algorithm is unrelated with the window type. To be more specific, this algorithm scans objects unit by unit. Every time when a new unit U of objects arrives, it merges U with current P m to construct a new partition P Because jP m j > k and jIj > k, they could provide enough elements for evaluation, and the dynamic partition algorithm is also workable under time-based window. 
APPENDIX C
Under sliding window model, since only the k objects with highest scores in each s objects have the chance to become the query results, S-AVL could be further optimized via considering the parameter s. To be more specific, given the partition P 1 fs 0 ; s 1 ; . . . ; s j g, if P 1 :r < k, we construct M 1 for P 1 .
For each s objects in s i (i < j), we scan them one by one, and use F u for global pruning. For those objects with scores higher than F u , we push them into a temporary buffer B. Before the objects in s i are accessed, if jBj reaches 2ðk À P 1 :rÞ, we invoke the median searching algorithm to find the median, remove the ones with scores lower than the median, and update F u to the median. When all the objects in s i are accessed, we insert the minðk À P 1 :r; jBjÞ objects with highest scores in B into the S-AVL of P 0 . Similar as the analysis presented in Section 4.3, we at most use OðsÞ computational cost to find the k À P 1 :r objects with highest scores in each s i . Together with the cost of inserting meaningful objects into M 1 , the process cost of each s objects is Oðs Â cost F þ ðk À P 0 :rÞlog ðk À P 0 :rÞÞ. Therefore, the cost of constructing M 1 is bounded by Oð n m Â cost F þ nðkÀP 0 :rÞ ms log ðk À P 0 :rÞÞ.
APPENDIX D
In this Section, we supplement a set of experiments to compare SAP with its competitors under high-speed stream environment. The parameters are shown in Table 4 . Note that, under this setting, both the window size and the slide size are much larger than that of parameters in Section 6.1. For example, under the dataset STOCK, by default the window is set to 500 MB and the slide is set to 10 MB respectively. As reported in Section 6.3, minTopK performs better than both SMA and k-skyband when s is large, and hence we only compare SAP with minTopk in this new set of experiments. First, we report the running time in Table 5 . We observe from the results that the running time difference between SAP and minTopk is smaller than that of the results reported in Section 6.3. That is because the larger the s, the stronger the pruning ability it has, and the fewer the candidates it has to maintain.
Although the performance gap between SAP and minTopk becomes smaller, SAP still performs better. On average, SAP only consumes around 70 percent of minTopK's running time. The reason behind is that when the window slides, minTopk selects the k objects with highest scores in the last slide and SAP selects the k objects with highest scores in the last partition as candidates respectively. Compared with minTopk, SAP selects fewer objects as candidates and hence SAP takes fewer insertion/deletion operations to process newly arrival objects.
We also find that when n s is small, the running time of minTopK is roughly the same as that of SAP. The reason is 
APPENDIX E
In this section, we report the size of the candidate set maintained by each algorithm in Table 6 . Note that SMA indexes all the objects in the window via grid file, so we do not report its average candidate amount. We find that k-skyband has to maintain the largest number of candidates, averagely 1.5 times of that maintained by MinTopK, and 3 times of the number maintained by SAP. This is because MinTopK maintains all the k-skybands; and k-skyband maintains a superset of k-skybands since it does not consider the dominance relationships among objects in the same slide. By contrast, SAP only maintains a small set of "high quality" candidates.
Another observation is that both MinTopK and k-skyband are sensitive to the data distribution. For example, under the TIME R , they have to maintain a very large candidate set because each newly arrived object located at the monotone decreasing interval will be maintained for a long time until the inflection point appears. In addition, the factor s could be effectively used to reduce the number of candidates we need to maintain. For example, when s ¼ 10% Â n, the size of the candidate set under MinTopK is roughly the same as that of SAP. The reason is that the candidates amount under MinTopK is bounded by nk maxðs;kÞ . When s ¼ 10% Â n, the candidates amount under MinTopK is no less than 10k, which leaves very limited space for SAP to demonstrate its advantage.
Under high-speed stream environment, SAP still uses fewer candidates for supporting the top-k search, as reported in Table 7 . Similar to the reason discussed before, SAP allows us to use a subset of meaningful objects for supporting the query. By contrast, minTopK maintains all the k-skybands and k-skyband maintains a superset of k-skybands.
APPENDIX F
In the following, we supplement a set of experiments, where memory consumption is employed as the performance metrics. We compare SAP with its competitors under the regular-speed streaming environment and the high-speed streaming environment respectively. A workload for top-k query consists of 100 random queries, and their average performance is reported. We now report the memory consumption of each algorithm under regular-speed streaming. From Table 8 , we find that SAP spends the smallest memory space. That is because SAP only maintains a small set of "high quality" candidates. Therefore, it occupies the smallest memory space. By contrast, minTopK maintains all the k-skybands and it requires additional memory space to maintain the lbp pointer for each predicted window. Therefore, SAP incurs a smaller memory space cost than that of minTopK. k-skyband maintains a superset of k-skybands, and hence it requires the largest memory space.
In the high-speed stream environment, minTopK performs better than k-skyband and hence we only compare SAP with minTopK. Similar to the results presented above, SAP still performs the best as reported in Table 9 . Another observation is that minTopK is more sensitive to the query parameters. For example, when s ¼ 0:1% Â n, the candidate set size of minTopK is much larger than that of SAP. This is because when s ¼ 0:1% Â n, minTopK has to maintain meaningful objects of 1,000 predicted windows. By contrast, SAP only maintains a few "high quality" candidates in the window. However, when s ¼ 10% Â n, the memory consumed by minTopK is roughly the same as that of SAP. This is because the number of candidates maintained by minTopK when s ¼ 10% Â n is bounded by 10k, which leaves very limited space for SAP to demonstrate its advantage.
APPENDIX G
In the following, we report the running time of all the algorithms under different synthetic data sets. As depicted in Figs. 10a, 10b , 10c, 10d, 10e, and 10f, SAP outperforms all the competitors again. One important observation is SAP can effectively avoid several extreme cases since SAP considers the unique properties of data streams and adjusts its settings to cater for underlying data streams. For example, in Fig. 10a , when the window size is smaller than the period of the periodic function (e.g., 2 MB for function sinð o:tp 10 6 )), SMA requires long running time because it has to incessantly apply re-scanning. By contrast, SAP only constructs the S-AVL structure for a small part of partitions.
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